Student tickets available for World Premier of *Informed Consent*

**WHAT:** A World Premier of *Informed Consent*
**WHEN:** Mar 28.  Student price: $27
**WHERE:** Geva Theatre Center, 75 Woodbury

*Informed Consent* looks at the personal and national debate about DNA research and responsibility. An ambitious geneticist is hired to solve why a Native American tribe is being devastated by diabetes. However, the research opens up issues of genetic “ownership” and threatens to destroy the tribe’s most sacred traditions. This heartwarming and honest tale explores the question of just how much knowledge is too much.

**Author:** Deborah Zoe Laufer  
**Director:** Sean Daniels

Students are invited to attend a special event sponsored by the Friends of Ganondagan on **Friday, March 28** for the reduced rate of **$27**.

**Schedule**  
6:30 – 8:00pm  Dessert and coffee  
7:00 – 7:20pm  Prologue play preview  
8:00 – 9:30pm  *Informed Consent* performance  
9:30 – 10:00pm  Talk-Back panel discussion

To purchase tickets, bring a check for $27 made out to Geva and your University ID to

**Medical Center:**  Chris Donnelly, Division of Medical Humanities & Bioethics, MRBX G-11137, 275-5800  
**River Campus:**  Jennifer Sherwood, Multidisciplinary Studies Center, Dewey 4-2098, 276-5305

*Deadline for ticket purchases is the end of business on March 21.*

**NOTE:** URMC Ethics Conference with the Author: March 5, 12pm, 2-6408

*Presenting Sponsor:* Rochester Clinical Research.  *Event Sponsor:* The Pike Company and Tom and Ebets Judson.  *Reception Sponsor:* Genesee Regional Bank.  *Patron Sponsors:* John Ninno and Judith Ranaletta and Madeline H. Schmitt & Michael P. Farrell.  *Educational Sponsors:* University of Rochester Educational Partners: Division of Medical Humanities & Bioethics, School of Medicine and Dentistry; Clinical and Translational Science Institute, URMC; Council for Diversity and Inclusiveness in the School of Nursing; University Committee for Interdisciplinary Studies (UCIS) Cluster for Health and Human Values and Cluster in Genetics; Office of Graduate Education & Postdoctoral Affairs, School of Medicine and Dentistry; University Office for Faculty Development and Diversity; Office of Faculty Development and Diversity, School of Medicine and Dentistry; and Department of Anthropology